
Educational Visits Policy

Heritage is committed to the broadening and enriching of every child's educational experience through
regular off-site visits. This policy explains the procedures that are followed. It is written with reference
to the Department for Education guidance, Health and Safety of Pupils on Educational Visits.

The Educational Visits Coordinator (EVC) is Mrs Meg Lowe. All visits will be led by a competent Trip
Leader (TL). Trip Leaders are responsible for the safe management of educational visits in keeping
with this policy. The TL is responsible for ensuring that there is an adequate adult to pupil ratio.

We consider the local area to be an extension of the classroom. Given the frequency of local outings
(for sport, nature walks, museum visits, etc.) local trips are covered by a standing risk assessment
(RA) that all teachers are required to be familiar with and adhere to. If there are unusual elements to a
local trip, and after consultation with the EVC, a dedicated RA will be completed by the TL for that trip
in keeping with procedures identified below.

For all non-local trips we require a dedicated RA for that trip to be written by TL, in keeping with the
procedures identified below.

This policy identifies procedures for (a) enrichment trips (b) non-enrichment trips and (c) residential
trips. The majority of educational visits take place as part of our Enrichment Programme.

In the event of a crisis or emergency on a trip, staff are expected to adhere to the Crisis Response
Plan that is stated on the School Site and Local Area Risk Assessment and on the Risk Assessment
Template used for all other non-local day trips. A crisis response plan is included in Risk Assessments
for residential trips.

Part 1: Enrichment Trips
1.1 Planning Stage (previous term)
The Head of Enrichment (HoE), Mrs Bettina Scarlata, and the relevant Head of School (HoS) for
Infants and Juniors and the Deputy Head (DH) for Year 7 and Year 8 are jointly responsible for
designing the Enrichment Programme for their year groups. This includes all trips, i.e. off site
activities, that take place as part of the Enrichment Programme.

The Enrichment Programme for the coming term should ordinarily be agreed prior to the end of the
previous term, or at least 2 weeks prior to the start of the Autumn Term.

When planning Enrichment Trips, the HoE and the HoS/DH, as necessary, will:
● Liaise with teachers to ensure they are happy to lead a particular trip at a particular time,

paying attention to other priorities and pressures they may be under,
● Raise queries or potential difficulties with the EVC as necessary (e.g. a new venue, unusual

risks, etc.).

For all Enrichment Trips, the HoE must identify at the planning stage:
● The Trip Leader (TL),
● Support staff,
● Transport plan (e.g. Is the minibus required? Do we need a parent driver in addition to the

minibus?).

Occasionally, an Enrichment Trip will have unusual staffing or curriculum implications, for example, if
the trip requires more than the normally allocated time for enrichment activities. It is the responsibility
of the HoE at the planning stage to identify:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits


● Cover implications (e.g. Are any additional staff required who would usually be teaching?),
● Curriculum implications (ie. Which normal curriculum activities are affected, including lessons

by peripatetic music teachers?).

Also, at the Planning Stage, the HoE is responsible for acquiring the RA from a venue that pupils will
be visiting. The HoE will store the venue RA in the agreed location in Google Drive and share it with
the EVC for review. For a venue that we visit regularly, the HoE is responsible for ensuring that the RA
we hold for that venue remains in date. If it is out of date, the HoE should contact the venue for an
up-to-date version of their RA. An updated venue RA should be shared with the EVC.

At the end of the Planning Stage, the Enrichment Programme for the coming term must be signed off
by the relevant HoS/DH and by the EVC.

Once the Enrichment Programme has been signed off the HoE will:
● Share the finalised plan for the coming term with the relevant teachers and TLs,
● Share venue RAs with the relevant TLs,
● Add all trips to the Trips & Minibus Google Calendar,
● Indicate on the Trips & Minibus Google Calendar if a trip requires the minibus,
● Where there are additional cover or curriculum implications, ensure that communication takes

place with the relevant staff.

1.2 Writing the Risk Assessment (2 weeks prior to trip)
As soon as possible after the Enrichment Programme is signed off, the HoE will share venue Risk
Assessments (RAs) with the relevant TLs.

If an RA is required, the TL is responsible for writing an RA for the Enrichment Trips. When writing an
RA, the TL should:

● Make a copy of the Trip Risk Assessment Template, name the Trip RA correctly and store it
and the venue RA in the correct location in Google Drive for Enrichment Trips.

● Write the RA for that trip that includes the following:
○ Risks associated with transportation,
○ Any points from the venue RA that the TL thinks they and support staff need to be

particularly alert to,
○ Any relevant points from our Bank of Risks,
○ Any risks associated with medical or other needs of particular pupils.

● Then, the TL should highlight in yellow the three main risks associated with the trip.

Note: if the Enrichment Trip is a repeat of one done previously, a new copy of the old RA can be made
and then updated.

After writing the RA, the TL should share the RA with the EVC as soon as possible and at least 1
week in advance of the planned Enrichment Trip.

The EVC will reply with any comments or suggested amendments and, when satisfied that the RA is
of sufficient quality, sign off on the RA for that trip.

Once the EVC has signed off the RA, the TL should share it as soon as possible and at least 1 day
prior to the Enrichment Trip with the Support Staff, including any drivers who may be supporting that
trip.

1.3 Trip Pre-Departure Checklist (day of trip)
On the day of departure, the TL must complete Form C: Trips Pre-Departure Checklist.

Form C requires the TL to state:
● Destination
● The Year Group(s)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xTezQe0h1dl_jGE3T3fRvPXu5SFjyN5o33__DKCxpmI/edit#gid=0
https://forms.gle/JocFKKdsN5cKYHdj9


● Any pupils absent that day
● The TL and Support Staff
● Form of transportation
● Departure time and estimated return time

The TL must then confirm that they have:
● A register with medical information, noting pupils absent that day
● A copy of the RA for the trip
● Phone numbers of support staff on the trip
● A first aid kit
● Any necessary medication (e.g. Piriton, inhaler, epipen)

1.4 Trip Follow-Up (day of trip)
After returning from a trip, the TL must:

● First aid: if first aid was given, the First Aid Book must be completed and the white slip given
to the child’s parents and/or the TL must telephone the child’s parents.

● Near misses: if there was a near miss, the Accident Near Miss Form must be completed.
● GDPR: the register with medical information must be shredded or put in the box for shredding

in the quiet staff room.

Staff should consider whether there are any improvements that could be made to the trip. This could
include, for example, some aspect of the educational experience, practical arrangements, or risk
management. Staff are encouraged, but not required, to complete the Form R: Trip Review Form to
note observations for future reference. Improvements to risk management for a trip that is likely to be
repeated should also be noted in the review box at the end of the RA for that trip.

Part 2: Non-Enrichment Day Trips
2.1 Day Trip Proposal Form (at least 8 weeks prior)
A member of staff wishing to undertake a Day Trip outside of our Enrichment Programme should
complete a Form A: Day Trip Proposal Form. This must be completed by the proposed TL.

Form A asks for the following information:
● Trip Leader
● Support Staff
● Destination
● Year group / pupils
● Purpose
● Date
● Departure and return times
● Cost
● Staffing and cover implications
● Transport arrangements
● Unusual risks that require special consideration

The EVC will coordinate a review of the proposed trip by the Headmaster, the relevant HoS and, if
applicable, the Bursar. The EVC will remain in communication with the staff member and ensure that
a decision is communicated as soon as possible.

If the proposal is accepted the EVC will ensure that the Day Trip is added to the Trips & Minibus
Google Calendar, indicating clearly if the minibus is required for that Day Trip.

Please note that the TL is responsible for communications with parents, ensuring that any
communications are approved by the EVC and other staff as necessary prior to them being sent out
by the Office.

2.2 Writing a Risk Assessment
If the proposal for the trip is accepted in principle, the TL must then write an RA if the trip, unless it is
covered by the School Site & Local Area Risk Assessment (i.e. it is a local walking trip with no

https://forms.gle/HucX1MTn6qZN63SdA
https://forms.gle/vsR8UxtaY4EhJi996
https://forms.gle/JVeuMGGnKQoej8Ne7


unusual risks). If an RA is necessary, the TL must:
● Acquire an RA from the venue, if they have not done so already (if relevant)
● Make a copy of the Trip Risk Assessment Template, name the Trip RA correctly and store it

and the venue RA in the correct location in Google Drive for Non-Enrichment Day Trips.
● Write the RA for that trip that includes the following:

○ Risks associated with transportation,
○ Any points from the venue RA that the TL thinks they and support staff need to be

particularly alert to,
○ Any relevant points from our Bank of Risks.
○ Any risks associated with medical or other needs of particular pupils.

● Then, the TL should highlight in yellow the three main risks associated with the trip.

Note: if the Day Trip is a repeat of one done previously, a new copy of the old RA can be made and
then updated.

After writing the RA, the TL should share the RA with the EVC as soon as possible and at least 2
weeks in advance of the planned Day Trip.

The EVC will reply with any comments or suggested amendments and, when satisfied that the RA is
of sufficient quality, sign off on the RA for that trip.

Once the EVC has signed off the RA, the TL should share it as soon as possible and at least 1 day
prior to the Day Trip with the Support Staff, including any drivers who may be supporting that trip.

2.3 Trip Pre-Departure Checklist (day of trip)
The same procedure must be followed for Day Trips as explained in section 1.3 above.

2.4 Trip Follow-up (day of / day after)
The same procedure must be followed for Day Trips as explained in section 1.4 above.

Part 3: Residential Trips
3.1 Residential Trip Proposal (at least 6 months prior)
A member of staff wishing to undertake a Residential Trip, either in the UK or abroad, should put
forward a proposal in writing to the Headmaster, the EVC, the Bursar and the relevant HoS at least 6
months prior to the proposed trip. This proposal must be presented by the proposed TL. Note: this
step is not required for school camps, as they are already an established part of the annual cycle.

The Residential Trip proposal should cover the following areas, even if some information is tentative:
● Year group / pupils
● Purpose
● Activities
● Location(s) / venue(s)
● Dates
● Departure and return times
● Cost
● Staffing and cover implications
● Transport arrangements
● Unusual risks that require special consideration

The Headmaster will coordinate a review of the proposal by relevant staff, including by the Senior
Leadership Team. If the SLT approves the Residential Trip in principle, the proposal will then be
presented to Trustees for their approval.

3.2 Detailed Planning and Risk Assessment
Further to approval in principle by the SLT and Trustees, the TL should progress with planning and
risk assessment in consultation with the EVC.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xTezQe0h1dl_jGE3T3fRvPXu5SFjyN5o33__DKCxpmI/edit#gid=0


3.3 Communication with Parents (as soon as possible)
As planning progresses the EVC will advise the Headmaster when it is appropriate to commence
communication to parents.

3.4 Final Sign-off (4 weeks prior)
The EVC and Headmaster will review the completed RAs and the arrangements for the Residential
Trip and give final approval for the trip to proceed.
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